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PRAGUE AIRPORT TO OFFER CONNECTIONS TO THREE NEW LONG-

HAUL DESTINATIONS THIS SUMMER

New York, Riyadh, and Kuwait are the
new long-haul destinations available
to passengers from Prague this
summer season thanks to direct
flights. The American carrier Delta Air
Lines resumes its direct service to
New York (JFK Airport) with a daily
frequency on 27 May 2022. Flynas
has been operating direct flights to
Riyadh since 29 April, and Jazeera
Airways is to launch its direct

connection to Kuwait on 5 June 2022. Passengers from Prague can get to Riyadh
aboard direct flights three times a week. The Kuwait route is scheduled twice weekly
for the time being.

FROM PRAGUE TO BAKU WITH AZERBAIJAN AIRLINES

Azerbaijan Airlines will launch
operations on the route connecting
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Prague with the capital of Azerbaijan,
Baku. The carrier will operate the
direct connection twice a week, on
Mondays and Fridays, using Airbus
A320 aircraft for 146 passengers. The
first flight is scheduled on 17 June
2022. Learn more HERE

RYANAIR FLIGHTS FROM PRAGUE TO TURIN

On 5 June, Ryanair launches a new
direct connection from Prague to
Turin, Italy. The route will be operated
twice a week, on Tuesdays and
Sundays. Turin will thus become the
30th destination with direct Ryanair
flights from Prague, and the 16th
destination in Italy with a direct
connection from Václav Havel Airport
Prague. Learn more HERE

PRAGUE AIRPORT LAUNCHES NEW B2B MARKETING CAMPAIGN

Prague Airport is working on a new
B2B marketing campaign, with the
goal of reaching both new and present
carriers, assisting in their endeavours
to establish or strengthen air
connections to / from Prague. Three
communication visuals (leisure,
culture, conferences) are prepared for
the campaign with the joint claim of
‘Prague fills seats. Let it fill yours.’ The
campaign also features the ‘Prague

loves you’ logo, already well connected abroad with the Prague Airport brand. The
campaign will be an integral part of all major foreign B2B activities of the airport,
including participations in trade fairs, and conferences.
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VÁCLAV HAVEL AIRPORT PRAGUE CELEBRATES ITS 85TH
ANNIVERSARY

This year, Václav Havel Airport Prague
is commemorating the 85th
anniversary since the launch of its
operations with several events
scheduled throughout the year. For
example, there will be an interactive
exhibition installed, and podcasts aired
with period witnesses, and the current
airport management. On the occasion
of the anniversary, a special website
www.letisteslavi85.cz was launched.

Alongside the history of the airport, page viewers will learn interesting information on
current operations and plans for the airport future development. Learn more HERE
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